
I have lost myself already four times, It’s getting late, I am thirsty, 
Now  how do I find  Les Naudines Cottages ? 

 
Quite simple if you follow… what follows, carefully. 

 
If you are coming from the north, the north east or through BERGERAC : 
 
1) Follow the D936 to BORDEAUX – about 3 Kms. after BERGERAC, you come to a round-about with a 

Mc Donald’s ( no children, we don’t stop here ! ) and a large supermarket on your right (Leclerc). 
 
2) Go strait on following the BORDEAUX road for another 4 Kms. (the road widdens to 3 lanes then 

narrows again to 2 lanes). 
 
3) Just after its narrows again, you see a road sign indicating : CUNEGES/POMPORT.  
 
4) Turn left there (this is the D 16), Keep on the D 16 for about 4 Kms. (you will go through a small village 

called : LE MONTEIL). 
 
5) A couple of Kms. after LE MONTEIL, you come to a stop signal. (this the junction with D 14), Turn 

right on the D 14 following : LA FERRIERE. 
 
6) Some 800 yards down you will see a little road on your left with signs indicating the direction to various 

wine properties such as : Malveyrin-Larchère, Château-Monlong, Domaine des Cailloux, 
(at this point, you will see 2 road signs on D 14, one indicating : Sainte-Foy-la-Grande, ahead and the 
other : St. Laurent-des-Vignes, behind). 
 

7) Take that road on your left - cross a little bridge - pass a farm on your right called : Les Naudines, (that’s 
not us) – then take the first road on your right (Route Jean Mermoz ), it is signed : Les Naudines,  - 
another 300 yards and you arrive between 2 farms.   That’s us. (altogether, it takes about 15 minutes from 
BERGERAC to Les Naudines Cottages). 

 
Now take  a deep breath, relax, 
 

If you are coming from BORDEAUX or ANGOULEME or anywhere from the north-west : 
 

Go to SAINTE-FOY-la-GRANDE then follow the sign to : MONBAZILLAC (this is the D 18 
followed by D 14). Be careful when you reach St. Philippe du Seignal, abt. 4 Kms .after Sainte-Foy, the 
D 14 is on your left in the middle of the village. 

 
You will pass LA FERRIERE and about 2 Kms. after you will see a road sign indicating : 
LES NAUDINES on your right, take that road on your right, keep on for some 800 yards and : 
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